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§ Traditional Fraud Detection
- How is it done? 
- What are the challenges?

§ Intelligent Fraud Detection
- Excursus: Machine Learning

§ Demonstrator: Fraud Detective
- Implementation specifics
- Live Demo

Today’s topics
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Source: https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/38590/woman-left-on-hold-for-seven-hours-
by-hsbc-after-trying-to-report-fraud

https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/38590/woman-left-on-hold-for-seven-hours-by-hsbc-after-trying-to-report-fraud


Traditional Fraud Detection
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§ German Insurance Association (GDV) estimates damage 
caused by insurance fraud with 5 BN Euro per year
- Almost 10% of insurance payments!

§ Study of BearingPoint and University of St. Gallen states 
that 5–25% of insurance claims are fraudulent
- Discovery rate of only 1–3%

Why do we need fraud detection?
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Source: https://www.faz.net/aktuell/wirtschaft/menschen-wirtschaft/dagobert-duck-zum-65-geburtstag-eine-
gefaehrliche-ente-11963611/skandaloes-dagobert-duck-11963613.html

https://www.faz.net/aktuell/wirtschaft/menschen-wirtschaft/dagobert-duck-zum-65-geburtstag-eine-gefaehrliche-ente-11963611/skandaloes-dagobert-duck-11963613.html


Traditional Fraud Detection
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§ Decision is only made by human intelligence

§ Experienced claims handlers are required, but…
- Generational shift leads to loss of experience
- Massive training effort to cope with this

§ Workload of claims handlers is constantly rising
- New insurance types are arising
- Number of fraud attempts is increasing
- Constantly changing regulations

§ Complexity of fraud detection is rising
- More data has to be used for claim inspection
- Frauds make use of automation to generate claims

Challenges
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Intelligent Fraud Detection 
to the Rescue!
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§ Subdiscipline of Artificial Intelligence

§ Instead of programming decision rules by hand, 
decision rules are learned from data

§ Supervised machine learning:
- Dataset with suitable labels
- Mathematical model with random initialisation
- Input data and measure error (Loss)
- Adapt parameters of model iteratively (training phase)
- Model can predict on unseen data 

(inference phase)

Excursus: Machine Learning
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Source: 
https://www.intel.de/content/www/de/de/artifici
al-intelligence/posts/difference-between-ai-
machine-learning-deep-
learning.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_mediu
m=social&CID=iosm|&linkId=100000013936458

https://www.intel.de/content/www/de/de/artificial-intelligence/posts/difference-between-ai-machine-learning-deep-learning.html%3Futm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&CID=iosm%7C&linkId=100000013936458


§ Processing of unstructured information 

§ Processing of multidimensional information (curse of dimensionality)

§ More complex decision rules can be learned directly from data

§ Use intelligent software to support human in decision process

Intelligent Fraud Detection with ML
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Intelligent decision making
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Demo App: Fraud Detective
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§ Demonstrator App for business fairs and potential clients
- Detecting fraud in car insurance claims

§ Detecting potentially fraudulent claims with the help of
- 4 machine learning models
- 3 rule based detection components

§ Implemented in Python
- Dash 
- Flask
- Tensorflow
- Sklearn

Fraud Detective
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§ Challenge: Get insurance data without having 
a project with insurance company

§ Solution: Use publicly available datasets and 
enrich them with synthetic data 

§ Metadata:
- Car Insurance Dataset
- 1000 datapoints from Kaggle

- 250 fraudulent

- Attributes about 
- Insured party: Name, Age, Occupation, …
- Incident: Vehicle, Damage, Claim amount

- Labels for Fraudulent/Non-Fraudulent
- Enriched with VIN and Numberplate

Datasets
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§ Image data:
- Car dataset from Stanford
- Contains different vehicles with numberplates
- Labels for car maker and model
- Labels for numberplates generated by cloud model 

§ Final dataset:
- Intersection between meta and image data
- Definition of different error types
- Uniform distribution of error types across dataset  

Datasets
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§ Browser independent web dashboard
- Implemented with Dash by plotly

§ Start page
- Displays system accuracy
- Option to configure which detection components 

are used

§ Browse page
- Shows different insurance cases
- Option to filter cases based on fraud type

§ Detail page
- Shows detailed detection results of a fraud case
- Displays activity of detection components

Detection Dashboard
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System architecture
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Detection API
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§ Metadata Check
- Machine learning model 
- Classifies pure metadata
- Outputs probability of fraud

§ VIN Decoding
- Rule based component
- Decodes VIN and checks result against maker and model in 

metadata
- Outputs Match/Non-Match

Detection Components: Metadata
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§ Numberplate Recognition
- Deep learning model
- Extracts numberplate out of image data
- Checks recognized numberplate against metadata
- Outputs Match/Non-Match

§ Vehicle Recognition
- Deep learning model
- Extracts car maker and model
- Checks result against metadata
- Outputs Match/Non-Match

Detection Components: Image Data
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§ Web Image Search
- Rule based
- Queries reverse image search engine
- Checks if image was taken from the internet

§ Car Marketplace Search
- Rule based
- Queries car marketplace
- Checks if car is on sale 

Detection Components: Image Data
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§ Machine learning model

§ Trained with previously defined error types

§ Final stage in fraud detection system

§ Input: Results of previous components

§ Output: Detected probability of fraud

Fraud Detector
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Live Demo
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